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Abstract 
 
The Structural Polypropylene fibre reinforced concrete (SPFRC) contains randomly 
distributed short discrete Polypropylene fibres which act as internal reinforcement so 
as to enhance the properties of the cementitious composite (concrete). The principal 
reason for incorporating short discrete fibres into a cement matrix is to increase the 
flexural tensile strength and increase the toughness and ductility and effect on 
properties of the fresh concrete and fracture properties of the resultant composite. 
These properties of SPFRC primarily depend upon length and volume of fibres used 
in the concrete mixture.  
To determine these properties experimental work was carried out. For the study, 
Structural polypropylene fibres of two different lengths (lf) of  48 mm and 60 mm 
with dosage 3kg/m3, 4kg/m3 and 6kg/m3 (0.33%, 0.44% and 0.66% by volume) 
volume fractions (Vf) were used. The research reported in this study includes an 
experimental investigation to characterize selected mechanical properties of SPFRC 
and to study the effect of volume fraction of SPF and length of SPF on the 
mechanical properties. 
To determine properties of concrete specimens (cubes and beams) were casted to 
determine the mechanical behavior such as compressive strength, flexural tensile 
strength. Test results showed that Structural polypropylene fiber enhanced the 
compressive strength and increase the toughness insignificantly. The failure of plain 
concrete specimens was sudden (brittle) for the flexural test. However, the concrete 
reinforced with Structural Polypropylene fibers showed more ductile behavior 
compared to the plain concrete. And also provide an interpretation for the observed 
tension response of fiber reinforced concrete in flexure in terms of crack propagation 
and toughening mechanisms in the composite. 
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Nomenclature 
 
Pp   peak load 
P1  first peak load 
δp   Net deflection at peak 
δ1    first-peak loads 
Fp    Peak Strength 
f1    First-Peak Strength 
PD600           Residual load at net deflection of L/600 
fD600           Residual Strength at net deflection of L/600 
PD150       Residual load at net deflection of L/150 
fD150       Residual Strength at net deflection of L/150 
TD150      Area under the load vs. net deflection curve 0 to L/150 
RT
D
150  Equivalent flexural strength 
TJSCE  Toughness 
FJSCE  Toughness factor 
CMOD  Crack mouth opening displacement 
LOP  Limit of proportionality 
FL  load  corresponding to LOP 
fct,Lf  Strength corresponding to LOP 
Fi   load corresponding to with CMOD = CMODj or δ = δi (I = 1,2,3,4) 
fR,j      Residual flexural Tensile Strength corresponding with CMOD = CMODj or
  δ = δ (i= 1,2,3,4)  
CTOD  Crack Tip opening displacement 
PIf  First crack load 
𝑓If  First crack strength 
U1  Areas under load–CTODm curve for CTODnet intervals equal to 0–0.6 mm 
U2  Areas under load–CTODm curve for CTODnet intervals equal to 0.6-3 mm 
feq(0-0.6)  equivalent flexural strength 
feq(0.6-3)  equivalent flexural strength 
D0   Ductility indexes 
D1  Ductility indexes 
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Chapter 1 
 
Introduction 
   
The addition of the fibres to concrete has been shown to enhance the toughness of concrete. 
The ability of fibre-reinforced concrete composites to absorb energy has long been 
recognized as one of the most important benefits of the incorporation of fibres in plain 
concrete. Fibers bridge a crack and provide resitance to crack opening which imparts post-
cracking ductility to the cementitious composite which would otherwise fail in a brittle 
manner. 
A concrete beam containing fibres suffers damage by gradual development of single or 
multiple cracks with increasing deflection, but retains some degree of structural integrity 
and post-crack resistance even under considerable deflection. A similar beam without fibres 
fails suddenly at a small deflection by separation into two pieces. The toughening effect is 
the result of several types of fiber/matrix interactions, which leads to energy absorption in 
the fiber-bridging zone of a fiber-reinforced concrete (FRC). These processes include fiber 
bridging, fiber debonding, fiber pullout (sliding) and fiber rupture as a crack propagates 
across a fiber through the matrix [1] 
There are many kinds of fibers, both metallic and polymeric, which have been used in 
concrete to improve specific engineering properties of the material. Steel fibres are used in a 
wide range of structural applications, in general, when the control of concrete cracking is 
important such as industrial pavements [2,3], precast structural elements [4] and tunnel 
linings [5]. Steel fibers have high elastic modulus and stiffness and produce improvements 
in compressive strength and toughness of concrete [6]. Improvements in flexural strength of 
the material are also obtained by the use of steel fibres in concrete. Increase in flexural 
strength is achieved with increasing fiber aspect ratio (length to diameter ratio) and fiber 
volume fraction; significant improvements are obtained at high volume fractions [7]. In 
general, addition of steel fibers influences the compressive strain at ultimate load and 
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ductility in flexure more significantly than the improvements in strength [8]. Steel fibers, 
however, increase structure weight of concrete and exhibit balling effect during mixing, 
which lowers the workability of the mix. In addition, steel fibers easily basset and rust, and 
it also has the problem of conductive electric and magnetic fields.  
Synthetic fibres are usually smaller than steel fibres and are most typically used in industrial 
pavements to reduce the cracking induced by shrinkage. Polypropylene fibers have good 
ductility, fineness, and dispersion so they can restrain the plastic cracks [9]. Synthetic fibres 
are mainly effective in reducing crack formation, particularly at an early stage of the cast 
and in severe weather conditions (e.g. in dry climatic zones), when hygrometric shrinkage 
brings along some weak tensile stress which is yet too high for the fresh mixture to 
withstand.   
Improvements are being made to optimize fibers to suit applications. Recently, macro-
synthetic fibres have been produced with the aim of substituting steel fibres in structural 
applications. There has been a growing interest on synthetic fibres, owing to some 
substantial advantages over metallic ones, such as strong chemical stability in alkaline and 
generally aggressive environments, exemption from oxidation, lightness and, in turn, 
convenient stocking and handling, a-toxicity and electromagnetic transparency. This latter 
aspect is relevant, for instance, when either dealing with special equipment (ranging from 
mobile phones to CT diagnostics) or in industrial buildings wherein, say, automated toll 
collection booths employing electromagnetic vehicle detectors are planned. The availability 
of a structural synthetic fibre, capable of contributing to the load carrying capacity of an 
element while increasing its toughness and durability at a reasonable cost, is an important 
asset for an improved building technology. The knowledge on the mechanical behaviour of 
concretes reinforced with these fibres is still limited. 
 
1.1 Objectives 
The broad objective of the work reported in this thesis is to investigate the influence of 
macro synthetic fibers on the mechanical behaviour of concrete. Specific objectives of the 
thesis include  
1. To evaluate the influence of macro-synthetic polypropylene fibers on the 
workability and compressive strength of concrete. 
2. To evaluate the influence of macro-synthetic polypropylene fibers on the toughness 
and ductility of concrete. 
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3. To provide an interpretation for the observed tension response of fiber reinforced 
concrete in flexure in terms of crack propagation and toughening mechanisms in the 
composite. 
1.2 Organization of thesis 
This thesis is organized in four chapters. Description of content of each chapter is given 
below. 
 
Chapter 2 
A review of literature on the influence of fibers on the mechanical propertiesand tension 
response of concrete is presented. The influence of fiber type and volume fraction on the 
tensile response of concrete are summarized.  
 
Chapter 3  
Details of the experimental program to investigate the tensile behaviour of macro synthetic 
fiber reinforced concrete are presented in this chapter. The materials and test methods used 
in the experimental test program are described.  
 
Chapter 4  
Results of the test program into the fresh and hardened properties of concrete are presented.  
 
Chapter 5  
The results of the experimental investigation reveals into summary of finding and future 
work. 
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Chapter 2 
 
Review of Literature 
   
 
Fibers have been used as discrete randomly distributed reinforcement to strengthen a 
material weak in tension. Fibers have been shown to improve the toughness and the post 
crack ductility in tension, which is achieved by the reinforcement effect across a crack in the 
material matrix.  The use of fibers results in an enhancement in the load carrying ability 
which is achieved due to stress transfer after cracking. The earliest documented use of fibers 
has been the incorporation of chopped hay and camel hair in adobe bricks by the Egyptians. 
Since then different types of fibers have been developed, which can broadly be classified as 
metallic, synthetic, glass, and mineral. Properties of the different fibers commonly available 
today are listed in Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1: Typical Properties of Fibers 
 
Fiber Diameter 
Specific 
gravity 
Tensile 
strength 
Elastic 
Modulus 
Fracture 
strain 
 (um)  (GPa) (GPa) (%) 
Steel 5-500 7.84 0.5-2.0 210 0.5-3.5 
Glass 9-15 2.6 2.0-4.0 70-80 2.0-3.5 
Fabrilated 
Polypropylene 
20-200 0.9 0.5-075 5-77 8.0 
Cellulose  1.2 0.3-0.5 10  
Carbon 
(high strength) 
9 1.9 2.6 230 1 
Cement matrix 
(For comparison) 
 2.5 3.7 X 103 10-45 0.02 
 
Fiber volume content is the primary variable which influences the response of the fiber 
reinforced composite in tension as shown in Figure 2.1. For small volume fraction, after first 
crack, there is drop in the load. There are a small number of fibers bridging the crack that 
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sustain the load. The capacity provided by the number of fibers crossing the crack is 
significantly less than the first crack load and load carrying capacity decreases rapidly with 
increasing deformation. For intermediate volume fraction, after the drop in load associated 
with the formation of a crack, the load carrying capacity provided by the fibers produces a 
progressive yet gradual decrease in the load carrying capacity. For high volume fraction, 
after first crack, there are a large number of fibers bridging the crack and the resistance to 
crack opening provided by the fibers is larger than the first crack load. As the load 
increases, more cracks form along the length of specimen. 
The observed load response at the different volume fractions is associated with the pullout 
response of steel fibers from the concrete matrix averaged over the crack. The mechanical 
behaviour of the FRC are influenced by reinforcing mechanisms or the ability of the fibers 
to transfer stress across the crack. In short randomly distributed fibers at low and 
intermediate fiber volume fractions (typically up to 2%) the contribution of fibers is after 
strain localization, which occurs close to the peak tensile load. The tensile strength in these 
cases is comparable to that of the unreinforced matrix.  The strain softening is influenced by 
the cracking closing pressure provided by the fibers as a function of the crack opening 
displacement. The toughening provided fibers depends upon the pull out resistance of the 
fibers embedded in the matrix. During crack propagation, debonding and sliding contribute 
significantly to the pull out resistance of the fibers and hence to the total energy 
consumption when a large crack develops in the matrix. Fiber breakage has not been 
considered to contribute significantly to the energy dissipated during crack propagation in 
FRC [10]. Several fracture based formulations which consider the debonding behaviour of 
fibers from the cementitious matrix have been proposed [10]. 
 
Figure 2.1: The composite stress-strain curves for fiber-reinforced brittle matrix 
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At higher volume fractions, which are usually achieved using special processing techniques, 
the pre-peak behaviour is fundamentally altered due to stabilization of micro cracking in the 
matrix. A uniform distribution of micro cracks in the matrix leads to significant 
enhancement in the strain capacity of the matrix. The load response of such composites 
exhibits strain hardening response as show in Figure 2.2. There is a point in the load 
response identified as the bend-over-point (BOP) where the matrix contribution to the 
tensile load response reaches a maximum. The load response following the BOP is 
characterized by multiple cracking in the matrix. In this stage the incremental loading of the 
fibers at the location of the crack is transferred to the matrix through the interfacial bond, 
which results in a build-up of tensile stress in the matrix. More cracks are produced in the 
matrix when the tensile stress in matrix reaches the tensile strength of the matrix. 
Mechanistic and fracture based approaches which consider fiber-matrix interaction in high 
volume composites where the localization of crack is suppressed is very complex and is still 
developing. 
 
 
Figure 2.2: Strain hardening response of polypropylene fiber composites 
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The available literature on the behaviour of steel and synthetic fibers is reviewed 
2.1 Steel Fibers 
Steel fibers Steel fibers have a relatively high strength and modulus and are available in 
aspect ratios ranging from 20 to100 and length ranging from 6.4mm to 75mm. The process 
of manufacture varies from cut sheets, cold drawn wires or hot melt extraction and are 
available in different cross-sections and shapes depending on the method of manufacture 
and use.  
 
While steel fibers improve the strength of concrete under all load actions, their effectiveness 
in improving strength varies among compression, tension and flexure. There an insignificant 
change in the ultimate compressive strength upon the addition of steel fibers; There is an 
increase of up to 15 percent for volume of fibers up to 1.5 percent by volume [11,12]. There 
is a significant improvement in strength intension with an increase of the order of 30 to 40 
percent reported for the addition of 1.5 percent by volume of fibers in mortar or concrete 
[12,13]. Strength data [11] shows that the flexural strength of SFRC is about 50 to 70 
percent more than that of the unreinforced concrete matrix in the normal third-point bending 
test [14, 15]. 
The ability of steel fibers to serve as reinforcement is determined by the resistance of the 
fibers to pullout from the matrix resulting from the breakdown of the fiber-matrix interfacial 
bond [10]. Improvements in ductility depend on the on the type and volume percentage of 
fibers present [16,17]. In conventionally mixed SFRC, high aspect ratio fibers are more 
effective in improving the post-peak performance because of their high resistance to pullout 
from the matrix. However, at high aspect ratio there is a potential for balling of the fibers 
during mixing [8]. Techniques such as enlarging or hooking of ends, roughening their 
surface texture, or crimping to produce a wavy rather than straight fiber profile allow for 
retaining high pullout resistance while reducing fiber aspect ratio. These types are more 
effective than equivalent straight uniform fibers of the same length and diameter. 
Consequently, the amount of these fibers required to achieve a given level of improvement 
in strength and ductility is usually less than the amount of equivalent straight uniform fibers 
[18,19]. 
 
The fiber pullout behaviour is influenced by the type of fiber as seen in in the load response 
obtained from steel fiber reinforced concrete with 50 kg/m3 fibers in Figure 2.3. For hooked 
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end steel fiber, after first crack, there is drop but that drop is less than the other two fibers, 
deformed end fiber and corrugated fiber. For deformed end fiber and corrugated fiber, after 
first crack .there is a continuous decrease in the load carrying capacity with increasing 
deformation. Hooked end fibers, which provide the highest pullout resistance from the 
matrix provide the highest load carrying capacity with increasing deformation after crack 
formation. 
 
Figure 2.3: Effect of steel fiber shape on the load response in flexure 
 
Improvements in post-crack ductility under tension result in significant improvements in 
flexural response. Ductile behavior of the SFRC on the tension side of a beam alters the 
normally elastic distribution of stress and strain over the member depth. The altered stress 
distribution is essentially plastic in the tension zone and elastic in the compression zone, 
resulting in a shift of the neutral axis toward the compression zone [20]. 
 
2.2 Polypropylene Fibers 
 
Most commercial applications of polypropylene fibers have used low volume percentage 
(0.1 percent), monofilament or fibrillated fibers (in the case of polypropylene). Typical 
properties of monofilament and fibrillated polypropylene fibers is given in Table 2.2. 
 
Hooked -end 
Deformed-end 
Corrugated 
0.025 0.05 0.075 0.100 0.125 
(3mm) 
deflection (in) 
Load 
(kips) 
2 
4 
6 
(27 KN) 
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Table 2.2: Properties of various types of polypropylene fiber 
 
These use of these fibers have been restricted to nonstructural and non-primary load bearing 
members.  
At typical dosages usually employed in the construction industry there is a marginal 
improvement in the mechanical properties of concrete.   
At dosages considered by the industry, of 1.2 kg/m3, PP fibers have been shown to influence 
the fracture behaviour; the influence of the fibres was especially felt in the tail of the P-d 
curve, showing a wider softening branch in the case of the FRC mixes, which corresponds 
to a more ductile behavior of the concrete. The effect of the fibre is more remarkable in the 
case of the low strength concrete, where the stresses in the cohesive zone are lower, and the 
bridge effect of the fibre has a greater effect due to the higher level of deformation. It was 
shown that the fibres with the highest elongation and lowest strength (i.e. the most ductile 
fibres) presented the highest values of fracture energy. In the case of high strength concrete 
the higher level of the cohesive stresses mitigates the bridge effect of the fibres. In low- and 
normal-strength concrete the main mechanism of failure of the fibres was by pull-out while 
in high strength concrete it was due to fiber breakage [21].  
 
2.3 Macrosynthetic Polypropylene fiber 
Structural synthetic fibers are available in different geometries and shapes as shown in 
Figure 2.4. The energy absorption capacities from pullout tests on the different shape 
synthetic fiber obtained from pullout tests are shown in Figure 2.5 [22,23].Test results 
indicate that the crimped-shape structural synthetic fibers exhibit the highest energy 
absorption capacity. 
 
Fiber type Length Diameter 
Tensile 
strength 
Modulus of 
elasticity 
Specific 
Surface 
Density 
 (mm) (mm) (MPa) (MPa) (m2/kg) (kg/cm3) 
Monofilament 30-50 0.30-0.50 547-658 3.50-7.50 91 0.9 
Microfilament 12-20 0.05-0.20 330-414 3.70-5.50 225 0.91 
Fibrillated 19-40 0.20-0.30 500-750 5.00-10.00 58 0.95 
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Figure 2.4: Various types of synthetic fibers tested in the present study 
 
Figure 2.5: Comparison of absorbed energies from pullout tests for various fiber types. 
A comparison of the load response in flexure between hooked end steel fibers and synthetic 
fibers is shown in Figure 2.6. Data obtained from M.N. Soutsos et al T.T. Le and A.P. 
Lampropoulos are plotted in the Figure 2.6. Steel fibers at dosages up to 60 kg/m3, show in 
a drop in load immediately after formation of the crack, followed by a gradual decrease in 
load carrying capacity.  In case of synthetic fiber, at fiber dosage rate 4.6 kg/m3, there is 
sudden drop (that drop decrease in fiber dosage rate 5.3 kg/m3), after first crack, there is 
continuously decreasing load and increasing the deflection (slowly fiber pull out start from 
the matrix). 
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Figure 2.6: Load–deflection curves for HE 60 at 30, 40 and 50 kg/m3 dosage rates and for S 4.6 
and S 5.3 at 4.6 and 5.3 kg/m3 dosage rates. 
A comparative study on the mechanical behavior and fracture properties and fracture 
behavior of concrete containing steel fiber and micro-polypropylene fiber (19mm length) 
was published by Bencardino et al (year). It was found that while steel fibers had an 
insignificant influence on the compressive strength of concrete, Polypropylene fibers 
reduced the compressive strength about 25% and 35% at 1% and 2% fiber volumes, 
respectively. This was attributed to the low modulus of elasticity of the polypropylene fibers 
and insufficient dispersion of the fibers in the mixture. The elastic modulus of steel fibers 
were also shown to influence the fracture properties and behaviour obtained using notched 
beams tested in three-point bending configuration. The equivalent flexural strength values 
of SFRC are much higher than the strength at the limit of proportionality, while for 
polypropylene fibers, the reverse is true. Steel fibers produced an increase in the peak load 
with increase in the steel fiber volume content when compared with ordinary concrete. The 
polypropylene fiber reinforced concrete specimens were able to retain peak load values 
similar to those recorded for the control specimens at 1% fiber volume content. However, at 
the 2% fiber volume content, these specimens showed a substantial decrease in peak 
flexural loads compared to those of the control. After reaching the peak load, all the PFRC 
0 
0.5 
 
1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 0.0 
10 
5 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
Deflection (mm) 
 
HE 50kg/m3  
HE 40 kg/m3 
HE 30 Kg/m
3
 
S 5.3 Kg/m
3
 
S 4.6 Kg/m
3
 
Hooked end steel fiber (HE) 
Length = 60mm 
Dia.- 0.9 mm 
Aspect ratio = 66.66 
Straight Synthetic fiber (S) 
Length = 40mm 
width- 3 mm 
thickness = 0.2mm 
Aspect ratio = 56.33 
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specimens showed sudden drop in load, about 67% and 40% of the peak load for fiber 
volume contents of 1% and 2%, respectively. The residual loads after the load drop 
remained constant with increasing deflection, up to the end of the test. Marco synthetic 
fibers were shown to be significantly less effective than the hooked end steel fibers in 
increasing the fracture energy. 
However, the low modulus polypropylene fibers were shown to give as much ductility ad 
the steel fibers. 
 
In their study involving a comparison of hooked end steel fibers and macro synthetic fibers 
(slightly coiled Polyolefinic, hooked Polystyrene, flat polymeric mix), Buratti et al. (2011) 
also showed that the residual strength for steel fibers are higher when compare to macro 
synthetic fibers from notched concrete beams tested in three-point configuration. At volume 
fractions in the range of 0.2-0.5%, the residual strength was found to increase with an 
increase the fiber content. The addition of fibres, both steel and macro-synthetic, to the 
concrete increased its toughness from 5 to 10 times. The results of the experimental 
investigation revealed that considering the variability of results, the mean values of residual 
strengths at different CMOD opening normalized to its corresponding flexural strength 
indicate a significant improvement in the performance of the steel fibres when compared 
with synthetic fibres. If the characteristic residual strengths, which are obtained as the 5 
percentile values are used, the benefit given by the steel fibres is reduced. A direct 
correlation between the statistical distribution of fibers in the crack plane and the residual 
strength values is also shown for the macro synthetic fibers. 
 
2.4 Review of standardize test method 
Standardized test methods for quantifying improvements in material behaviour and 
obtaining specific material properties have been developed. In these tests material 
parameters which quantify ductility and toughness of the material are obtained from 
measured load response. The quantities derived from these tests allow for comparison of 
material behaviour. Standard test procedures for evaluating the response of FRC are 
available in ASTM 1609, UNI 11039-2, ASTM 1018, EN 14651 and JSCE SF 24. 
Additionally, researchers have proposed methods for obtaining fracture or material 
parameters from the measured test response from the standardized test procedures. The test 
procedures and the different data reduction procedures are reviewed in this section.  
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2.4.1 ASTM 1609 
ASTM C1609/C1609 M-05 provides a standardized test procedure to establish the flexural 
toughness, the flexural strength and the residual strength factors of the fiber reinforced 
concrete from the load-deflection curve through testing of a simply supported beam under 
third-point loading. The loading and support system capable of applying third point loading 
the specimen without eccentricity or torque in accordance with ASTM C78-02 is shown in 
Figure 2.7. Test is performed measuring the applied load and the beam net deflection (i.e. 
the absolute mid-span deflection minus the support deflection) at a constant deflection rate. 
The beam midpoint deflection between the tension face of the beam is measured in relation 
to the neutral axis of the beam at its support.  
 
Figure 2.7: Schematic diagram of a Suitable Apparatus for Flexure Test of Concrete by Third-
Point Loading Method. 
 
First peak deflection, toughness and Equivalent flexural strength are derived from the 
measured response. The standard load-displacement behaviours of fiber reinforced concrete 
beams are shown in Figure 2.8.The peak load is determined as that value of load 
corresponding to the point on the load-deflection curve that corresponds to the greatest 
value of load obtained prior to reaching the end-point deflection. The first-peak load is 
defined as that value of load corresponding to the first point on the load-deflection curve 
where the slope is zero, that is, the load is a local maximum value. In specimens, which 
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exhibit an increase in load after the load drop produced by cracking, the first peak load is 
the distinctive point in the load response associated with load drop as shown in Figure 2.8. 
Strength corresponding to each peak load, fP is determined following formula for modulus 
of rupture 
                                                                     (2) 
 
First-peak deflection for third-point loading is estimated assuming linear-elastic behavior up 
to first peak from the equation. 
                                             (1) 
 
 
 
Figure 2.8: Standard Load-Displacement Curves per ASTM C1609 -10 
 
The residual strengths, fD600 and f
D
150 are determined from the residual load values, P
D
600 and 
PD150 corresponding to net deflection values of 1⁄600 and 1⁄150 of the span length.  
Toughness TD150 is determined as the total area under the load-deflection curve up to a net 
deflection of 1⁄150 of the span length.The equivalent flexural strength ratio,  is 
determined according to Eq. 3 using the first-peak strength determined and the toughness 
determined. Record the number rounded to the nearest 0.5 % as equivalent flexural strength 
ratio, as appropriate for the specimen depth. 
                                                         (3) 
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2.4.2 ASTM 1018 
 ASTM C1018 provides standardized measures of toughness indices taken as the area under 
the load-deflection curve up to the first crack to area under the load-deflection curve up to 
certain specified deflection from the load-defection curves of specimens. From the load-
deflection curves obtained using the loading procedure specified in ASTM 1609, toughness 
indices are calculated at three level of deflection 3δ, 5.5δ and 10.5δ, corresponding to 3, 5,5 
and 10.5 times the deflection at first crack, Deflection values greater than 10.5δ can also be 
chosen for composite that can carry considerable loads at large deflection Figure 2.9. The 
three suggested indices called I5, I10 and I20 are defined by following equations.  
 
 
Figure 2.9: Important Characteristics of the Load-Deflection Curve 
 
The deflection values of 3δ, 5.5δ and 10.5δ were chosen using elastic perfectly plastic 
behavior as the datum as shown in Figure 2.10. Residual loads at specified deflections, the 
corresponding residual strengths and determination of specimen toughness based on the area 
under the load-deflection curve up to a prescribed deflection and the corresponding 
equivalent flexural strength ratio are also obtained. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.10: Definition of Toughness Indices in Terms of Multiples of First-Crack Deflection 
and Elastic- Perfectly Plastic Material Behaviour. 
3δ 5.5δ 10.5δ δ 
Deflection 
 
O 
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2.4.3 JSCE SF4 
Ductility is commonly measured using the Japanese standard test method JSCE-SF4, which 
used beams in a third-point loading arrangements. The JSCE SF 24 provides a measure of 
flexural toughness from the measured load-deflection response as shown in Figure 2.11. The 
value of toughness, TJSCE is determined as the area under the load-deflection curve up to a 
deflection equal to span/150. Toughness factor, FJSCE is derived from the value of toughness. 
FJSCE has the unit of stress such that its value indicates, in a way, the post-matrix cracking 
residual strength of the material when loaded to a deflection of span/150. The chosen 
deflection of span/150 for its calculation is purely arbitrary and is not based on 
serviceability considerations. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.11: Definitions of JSCE Toughness and Toughness Factor 
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   Toughness 
                                                             
 
 
 
  Toughness factor 
                                                                   
The equivalent flexural strength as defined by the JSCE-SF4 for a deflection of 3 mm, 
the Re.3 value, a measure of the ductility, is the average load applied as the beam defects to 
3 mm expressed as a ratio of the load to first crack. This measure is also known as the 
equivalent flexural strength as denoted as fe.3, has been calculated as 
 
 
 
Where Pmean.150 is the area under the load-deflection curve divided by the limit deflection of 
3 mm and l, b and d are the span, width and depth of the prism, respectively (i.e. .,450 mm, 
150 mm and 150 mm, respectively). 
 
2.4.4 UNI 11039-2 
UNI 11039-2 bending test is a four-point loading test on a prismatic beam. UNI test 
specifically prescribes the specimen absolute dimensions; the UNI test employs a notched 
beam with a specimen which is 150 mm deep, 150 mm wide and the span length is 450 mm. 
The notch is sawed at mid-span with a depth, a0 equal to 0.3 times the overall specimen 
depth (a0 = d/3). The test is performed measuring the load, P and the Crack Tip Opening 
Displacement (CTOD), while increasing the Crack Mouth Opening Displacement (CMOD) 
at a constant rate equal to 0.05 ± 0.01 mm/min. A schematic diagram of the UNI test setup 
is shown in Figure 2.12.  
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Figure 2.12: Schematic diagram of the UNI 11309 four-point bending test setup 
 
The first-crack load which required subtracting the contribution due to matrix cracking is 
obtained by determining the value of CTOD corresponding to the peak load value obtained 
by performing four-point bending tests on plain concrete beams is determined (CTOD0) 
Figure 2.13 (a). In The absence of concrete specimens of the base is allowed the value of 
CTOD0 can be assumed equal to 25 um. 
 
 
Figure 2.13: (a) Basic concrete load-CMOD diagram showing CMODo; (b) Load–CTOD 
diagram: U1 e U2 determination 
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The first-crack flexural strength is determined, according to UNI 11039, as follows: 
 
 
where, L (mm) is the span between supports; b (mm) is the specimen width (equal to d); h 
(mm) is specimen depth (equal d); a0 (mm) is the notch depth; and PIf (N) is the load value 
corresponding to CTOD0 for the FRC specimen. 
The first and second Material’s ductility indexes, D0 and D1, are defined by UNI 11039 by 
means of the equivalent flexural strengths feq(0–0.6) and feq(0.6–3) (MPa), which denote SFRC 
ductility in a defined range of crack mean opening displacement. Ductility indexes D0 and 
D1 are derived by means of the following equations: 
 
 
 
where feq(0–0.6) is the equivalent strength (MPa) is calculated when the mean crack opening 
value is included between 0 and 0.6 mm, feq(0.6–3)  is the equivalent strength (MPa)calculated 
when the mean crack opening value is included between (0.6 and 3) mm, derived from the 
following relationships: 
 
 
 
 
Where U2 and U3 (10-3 J) are the area under load - CTODm curve for CTODnet intervals equal 
to 0-0.6 mm and 0.6-3 mm respectively Figure 2.13 (b). The areas are approximately 
proportional to the energy dissipated in the mean crack opening intervals considered. 
 
2.4.5  EN 14561 
EN 14651specifies a method of measuring a flexural tensile strength of metallic fibered 
concrete on moulded test specimen. Center point bend tests are performed on notched 
specimens with a nominal size (width and depth) of 150 mm, span length of 450mm and a 
length L so that 550 mm < L < 700 mm. Test is performed by increasing the CMOD at a 
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constant rate of 0,05 mm/min up to a CMOD value of 4mm. A schematic diagram of the EN 
14651 test setup is shown in Figure 2.14. 
 
 
Figure 2.14: Typical arrangement of measuring CMOD 
 
The methods provided for the determination of the limit of proportionality (LOP) and of a 
set residual flexural tensile strength values. 
 
Limit of proportionality 
 
Where,  is the LOP (N/mm2);  is the load corresponding to LOP (N); L is span of 
specimen (mm); b is the width of specimen (mm); hsp is the distance between the tip of 
notch and top of the specimen (mm). 
 
Residual flexural Tensile Strength 
 
 
Where,  is Residual flexural Tensile Strength corresponding with CMOD = CMODj or δ 
= δ (i= 1, 2, 3, 4) (N); Fi is the load corresponding to with CMOD = CMODj or δ = δi (i = 1, 
2, 3, 4) Figure 2.15. 
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Figure 2.15: Load-CMOD and Fj (j=1,2,3,4) 
 
Toughness index is used to measure the energy absorbed in deflecting a beam at specified 
amount, being the area under a load–deflection curve in three-point bending. A measure of 
toughness index from the results of the EN 14651 test has been proposed as the ratio of the 
area under the force-CMOD curve up to CMOD of 4 mm for the FRC specimen over that 
for the plain-concrete specimen [24]. 
 
Although the tests were conducted as per the ASTM C1018 procedure, the curves were 
analyzed using the post-crack strength (PCS) procedure.  
 
For a beam with a width b and depth h, the post-crack strength PCSm at a deflection of L/m 
is given by 
 
The terms used in the above equation are described in Figure 2.16.Note that PCSm has units 
of stress and at a deflection equal to δpeak, the PCSm value would coincide with the MOR of 
beam. 
 
Fractions of the span,L/m (where ‘L’ is the span of the beam, and ‘m’ has different values 
ranging from 150 and 3000)area under the cuvre up to a deflection of L/m is termed “total 
energy”(Etotal,m).The pre-peak energy is subtracred from this total energy to obtain the post 
peak energy values,Epost,m corresponding to deflection L/m [25]. 
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Figure 2.16: PCS analysis on a FRC beam 
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Chapter 3 
 
Materials and Methods 
   
 
This section presents the details of materials and experimental methods used in the study. 
The types of specimens, mix proportions and test methods employed are presented. 
3.1 Cement 
In the present investigation, commercially available 53 Grade ordinary Portland cement 
supplied by ACC Cement with Specific Gravity of 3.1 and Fineness modulus of 325 m2/kg 
was used for all concrete mixtures.  
 
3.2 Fly Ash 
Fly ash conforming to the requirements of IS 3812 and IS 1727 (1967) obtained from 
Manuguru heavy water unit was used as a supplementary cementitious material in concrete 
mixtures. The specific gravity and fineness modulus of the fly ash were 2.5 and 320 m2/kg, 
respectively. 
 
3.3 Aggregates 
Crushed sand with a specific gravity of 2.67 and fineness modulus of 2.83 was used as fine 
aggregate and crushed granite of specific gravity of 2.63 was used as coarse aggregate. Two 
different classes of coarse aggregate fractions were used: 10-4.75 mm and 20-10 mm.  
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3.4 Polypropylene fiber 
FibreTuffTM Monofilament structural polypropylene fibers of 48mm and 60 mm length 
manufactured by Bajaj Reinforcements were used in this study. The fibers are made of a 
modified polyolefin and have a modulus of elasticity between 6 GPa to 10 GPa and tensile 
strength between 550 and 640MPa. The fibers are continually embossed surface anchorage 
mechanism to enhance bond. A photograph of the fibers used in this study is shown in 
Figure 3.1. 
 
  
Figure 3.1: FibreTuffTM Monofilament structural polypropylene fiber 
 
3.5 Admixture 
Super plasticizer (Glenium) was used to increase the workability of freshly prepared fiber 
reinforced concrete. 
 
3.6 Experimental program and Mix Proportions 
Concrete mix design for the mix design procedure given in IS: 10262 was followed with 
minor modification for M35 grade. For a target mean strength of 43 MPa, two different 
water/cement ratios equal to 0.47 was considered (from Fig 2, curve E IS 10262-1982 for 
53G). Taking into considerations, the minimum requirements for cement content in kg/m3 of 
concrete for M35 as per IS 456-2000 as 300 kg/m3, cement content was fixed at 340 kg/m3. 
Using this, the water content was determined. In the concrete mixture fine aggregate were 
taken as 45% of the total aggregate volume fraction. The weights of fine and coarse 
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aggregate were then calculated considering the specific gravities of coarse and fine 
aggregate.  
The Concrete mixtures were produced at a constant water/Cement ratio of 0.47 and one 
control mixture and three different mixtures with different dosage of fiber were prepared. 
The control mixture contained no fiber. Concrete mixtures labelled PF3, PF4 and PF6 were 
produced with different dosage of fiber 3kg/m3, 4 kg/m3and 6 kg/m3 by volume. The design 
mixtures are presented in Table 3 and the final batch weights of the different mixes for one 
cubic meter of concrete are presented in Table 3.1. 
 
Table 3.1: Summary of weight proportion of the various mixes 
Materials(kg/m3) C1 PF3 PF4 PF6 
Polypropylene fiber - 3 4 6 
OPC  53  grade cement 280 280 280 280 
Fly ash(Manuguru) 60 60 60 60 
Water/Cement Ratio 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.47 
Admixture (%) 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 
20 mm aggregates 520 520 520 520 
10mm aggregates 520 520 520 520 
Fine aggregates(river sand) 819 819 819 819 
Water 165 165 165 165 
 
3.6.1 Casting and Curing of Specimens 
IS standard 150mm Cubes, 150mm X 300mm cylinder and 150 X 150 X 500 beams were 
cast from each mixture to evaluate compressive strength and toughness and ductility gain. 
Concrete was prepared using a drum mixer with a capacity of 0.25 m3. The ingredients were 
put into the mixer in the decreasing order of their sizes staring from 20mm aggregate to 
cement. Dry mixing of the aggregates and cement was done for two minutes and then water 
was added gradually in the rotating mixer and allowed to mix for 15 minutes. During the 
mixing process, the walls and bottom of mixer were scraped well to avoid sticking of 
mortar. After mixing, the slump was checked and noted down to ascertain the effects of 
differently proportioned blends on workability of concrete. Finally the fresh concrete was 
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placed in oiled moulds and compacted properly in three layers, each layer being tamped 35 
times using a tamping rod. After the initial setting of concrete, the surface of the specimen 
was finished smooth using a trowel. Immediately after casting, all specimens were covered 
with plastic covers to minimize moisture loss. The specimens were stored at room 
temperature about 25oC. Specimens were demoulded 24 hours after casting and kept in 
curing water tank. 
 
3.7 Test Methods 
An experimental program is designed to study the influence of fiber on the flexural load 
response, toughness and ductility of concrete. The test program consists of evaluating each 
mixture for slump, compressive strength, load response and post-peak load carrying ability 
from flexural response in three and third-point bending on notched and unnotched 
specimens, respectively. 
 
3.7.1  Slump 
Slump was used to find the workability of fresh concrete where the nominal maximum size 
of aggregate does not exceed 38 mm. slump cone was used to find the slump of the concrete 
as per the requirements of IS 1199-1959. 
Procedure 
Oil is applied on the base plate and interior surface of the slump cone. The slump cone is 
kept on a levelled surface and filled with fresh concrete in three layers, approximately one-
third of height of the cone. Each layer is tamped 25 times with a tamping rod. After 
compacting the top layer, the concrete surface is struck off. The slump cone is removed by 
raising it slowly in a vertical direction. The slump is recorded as the height to which 
concrete settles from the height at the highest point of the concrete. 
 
3.7.2  Compression Strength Testing  
A 2000kN digital compressive testing machine is used for determine the compressive 
strength of hardened concrete as per the requirements of IS 516-1959 using standard 150mm 
cubes.  
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Procedure 
For cubes, before starting the test the weight of the sample are recorded. The plates of the 
machine are cleaned and the specimen is kept centrally between the two plates. Load is 
applied gradually on the specimen at a load rate of 5.15kN/s up to failure. Once the sample 
is failed, the failure pattern is recorded and the compressive strength is calculated from the 
maximum load recorded in the test. 
 
3.7.3  Flexural Test 
Flexural testing machine with servo hydraulic closed-loop test machine is used to determine 
the toughness and ductility as per ASTM C1609-10 and EN 14651. 
a) Four-point-bending test (For Un-notch beam) 
This test method utilizes 150 x 150 x 500 mm beams tested on a 450 mm span. The testing 
is done using a servo-controlled test machine where the net deflection of the centre of the 
beam is measured and used to control the rate of increase of deflection. Testing is done as 
per ASTM C1609 to capture the portion of the load-deflection curve immediately after the 
first-peak. The loading and specimen support system applies third-point loading to the 
specimen without any eccentricity or torque. A photograph of the test setup is shown in 
Figure 3.2. The fixtures used in the testing allow free rotation on their axes. Linear variable 
displacement transducers (LVDT) are used to ensure accurate determination of the net 
deflection at the mid-span. Rectangular jig is clamped to the specimen at mid-depth directly 
over the supports. Two displacement transducers are mounted on the jig at mid-span, one on 
each side, to measure deflection through contact with appropriate brackets attached to the 
specimen. The average of the measurements represents the net deflection of the specimen 
exclusive of the effects of seating or twisting of the specimen on its supports. The loading is 
applied such that the net deflection of the specimen increased at a constant rate of 0.04 mm/ 
min up to a net deflection of L/900. Thereafter, beyond L/900 and up to a deflection of 
L/150, loading rate is kept constant at 0.08 mm/min. Beyond L/150 and up to the end point 
deflection, the rate of loading is kept constant at 0.158mm/min. The testing is continued till 
the specimen fails. 
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Figure 3.2: Test setup as per ASTM C 1609 
b) Three-point-bending test (For notch beam) 
The test procedure adopted was consistent with the guidelines given by EN 14651:2005 and 
150 X 150 X 500 (height X width X length) mm3 prismatic specimens were tested in the 
three-point bending configuration as shown in Figure 2.14. A notch of 25mm depth was 
introduced at the mid-span using a circular saw as per the guidelines given in EN 
14651:2005. The flexure test was conducted in crack mouth opening displacement control 
by increasing the CMOD at a prescribed rate. The corresponding deflection of the beam was 
measured using the rectangular jig clamped to the specimen at mid-depth directly over the 
supports. The testing machine had sufficient stiffness to avoid unstable unloading 
phenomena in the softening branch of the load-CMOD curve. A photograph of the test setup 
is shown in Figure 3.3 
 
Figure 3.3:  Test setup as per EN 14651-2005 
The notched beam was tested with a span equal to 450 mm during the tests, the rate of 
increase of the CMOD was controlled in two stages, at 0.05 mm/min for CMOD less than 
0.1 mm and at 0.2 mm/min for CMOD greater than 0.1 mm. All the tests were ended at 
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when the CMOD reached a value of 4 mm. Figure 2.15 shows a generic force-CMOD curve 
obtained from the beam tests. 
 
3.7.4  Digital Image Correlation -DIC (For notch beam) 
2-D, full-field optical technique known as digital image correlation (DIC) was performed to 
study the full-field displacement field due due to crack propagation in the concrete 
specimens. DIC is a data analysis procedure that uses the mathematical correlation method 
to analyze digital images of a specimen undergoing deformation. This technique offers the 
advantage of obtaining spatially continuous measurements of displacements. The correlation 
between the undeformed reference image and the deformed image was used to obtain a two-
dimensional displacement field for all points on the specimen surface. The displacement 
fields were computed through a correlation of grey levels between the reference image and 
the images of the specimen undergoing deformation using the commercially available 
software, Vic 2DTM. The strain fields were then computed from the gradients of the 
displacement field. 
For using DIC a sprayed on speckle pattern was created on the specimen surface prior to 
beginning the load test. In order to create a characteristic pattern on the specimen surface, 
the specimen was sprayed by a white paint to obtain a white background. Black speckles 
were then deposited on the white surface by randomly spraying the black paint on the 
background. The testing specimen then was installed into a loading frame and digital images 
of the specimen with speckle pattern were acquired at various load points using a 5 mega 
pixel camera and stored in a computer for post-processing. A photograph of the test setup 
showing the DIC test setup is shown in Figure 3.4. 
 
Figure 3.4: Test setup of DIC 
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Chapter 4 
 
Result and Discussion 
   
 
4.1 Introduction 
Improvements in mechanical properties on using fibers are a result of crack closing stresses 
provided by fibers which have a direct influence on the ductility, load carrying capacity and 
toughness. The improvements depend upon the crack closing stresses generated by the 
fibers. The efficiency of fibers depend the ability of fibers to contribute during localization 
and propagation of a crack. For a given fiber type, fiber volume fraction is a primary 
variable which controls the properties of the composite.   
The results of an investigation into the influence of the macro synthetic fibers on the fresh 
and hardened properties of concrete are presented in this chapter. These include results of 
workability tests of fresh concrete, results of compression tests of cube and cylinder at 90 
days respectively, and results of beam flexural tests at 90 days. The results of the flexural 
response are interpreted in terms of the influence of fibers on crack propagation in fiber 
reinforced concrete. 
 
4.2 Workability of fresh SPFRC 
Slump of concrete measured immediately after mixing for the control mixture and the 
structural polypropylene fibre reinforced concrete (SPFRC) mixtures is tabulated in Table 
4.1 and shown plotted as a function of fiber content in Figure 4.1. In all mixtures a PCE 
based superplasticizer was used and no adjustment to water content was done for fiber 
addition considering the hydrophilic nature of polypropylene. The superplasticizer dosage 
was kept constant in all mixtures. The results indicate that slump (or the workability) 
decreases with increase in fibre content. Slight bleeding was observed in the control 
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mixture. The aggregate for the 3kg/m3 mix of 48 mm length were in a wet state. The added 
water in the mix was adjusted based on an estimated excess water content in the aggregate. 
However during casting bleeding was observed in the mix. Aggregate for all other mixes 
were taken in an air dry state and extra water required for saturated surface dry state was 
added to the mix. No bleeding was observed in any other mix.  
Increasing fiber content also decreased the bleeding and increased the cohesiveness of the 
mix. The decrease in the workability in SPFRC for both mm and 60mm fiber lengths is in 
conformity with previous observations from fibrillated polypropylene fibers [7]. The fibers 
bind the matrix giving it uniformity reducing segregation and bleeding. 
 
Table 4.1: Properties of the fresh concrete measured during the casting of the different sets of 
specimens. 
 
Fiber length (lf) Slump (mm) 
Control 
48 
220 
3kg/m3 190 
4kg/m3 130 
6kg/m3 110 
Control 
60 
175 
3kg/m3 155 
4kg/m3 135 
6kg/m3 110 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Effect of volume fraction on slump 
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4.3 Compressive strength 
The 90 day compressive strength from standard 150mm cubes for control and SPFRC with 
48mm fibers obtained are tabulated in Table 4.2. It is immediately obvious that the 
variability within each mix is low, the variation of compressive strength with fiber content 
does not show a clear trend. While the compressive strengths from control and SPFRC with 
4 and 6 kg/m3 are comparable within the range of experimental scatter evident in the 
variability within the batch, the compressive strengths from 3 kg/m3 are significantly lower. 
This may be explained considering the excess water in this mix due to the wet aggregate. 
Since in all other mixes aggregate were taken in air dry state, the excess water was likely 
under-estimated leading to excess water in the mix.  
The results indicate that the addition of macro synthetic polypropylene fibers at quantities 
up to 6 kg/m3 has no effect on the compressive strength. The minor differences noticed are 
expected variation in sample preparation, and to variations in the actual air contents of the 
hardened concrete and the differences in their unit weights. These results are in agreement 
with the observation from fibrillated polypropylene fibers [7]. 
The addition of polypropylene fibers had a significant effect on the mode and mechanism of 
failure of concrete cylinders in compression test. The fiber reinforced concrete failed in a 
more ductile mode, whereas plain control concrete cylinders typically shatter due to an 
inability to absorb the energy release imposed by the test machine at failure. 
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Table 4.2: Compressive strength for cube 
 
Compressive strength 
(MPa) 
Average 
compressive 
strength (MPa) 
Standard deviation 
(MPa) 
Control -1 61.2 
64.76 3.28 
Control -2 67.5 
Control -3 61.2 
Control -4 67.5 
Control -5 66.4 
3kg/m3-1 59.4 
58.34 3.40 
3kg/m3-2 61.1 
3kg/m3-3 60.2 
3kg/m3-4 52.5 
3kg/m3-5 58.5 
4kg/m3-1 69.4 
70.20 0.54 
4kg/m3-2 69.9 
4kg/m3-3 70.6 
4kg/m3-4 70.4 
4kg/m3-5 70.7 
6kg/m3-1 64 
65.66 1.78 
6kg/m3-2 66.6 
6kg/m3-3 63.7 
6kg/m3-4 66.1 
6kg/m3-5 67.9 
 
4.4 Flexural test results as per ASTM C 1609 (For unnotch beam) 
The load-deflection responses of the control and SPFRC beams in flexure are shown in 
Figure 4.3 a through d. The failure in both control and SPFRC beams were due to the 
formation of a single crack in the constant moment region of the beam. All beams, both 
control and SPFRC exhibit nonlinearity in the lead response immediately following the 
initial linear response, before peak load. Following the peak load, which is associated with 
the localization of a single crack, while the control beams failed suddenly in a brittle manner 
the SPFRC specimens exhibit significant post-peak response indicating load carrying ability 
even after the formation of a crack. The brittle failure in a control specimen which resulted 
in splitting the specimen in two pieces is shown in Figure 4.2 (a). Some of the control 
specimens indicate a load drop immediately after the peak. However, the load response in 
the post peak could not be obtained in a controlled manner. A photograph of the specimen 
with 6kg/m3 fibers taken at a deflection of 4 mm with a visible crack in the constant moment 
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region is shown in Figure 4.2 (b). The fibers crossing the crack are shown in the inset of the 
figure. Therefore, the fibers are responsible for preventing the brittle failure and providing 
load carrying capacity. There is clearly an increase in the post-peak load carrying capacity 
with the addition of fibers. In SPFRC, there is a drop in load immediately after peak, 
following which the beams with 3 and 4 kg/m3 showed an essentially constant load carrying 
capacity with increasing deflection with an indication initial hardening followed by 
softening with increasing deflection. Even in specimens with 3 and 4 kg/m3 fibers, the load 
drop could not be obtained in a stable manner for all specimens. The lack of control was due 
to inability of the control algorithm to compensate for sudden load drops associated with 
abrupt crack advance. The beams with 6 kg/m3 show a prominent hardening response 
following the initial drop after peak load. All SPFRC beams indicate residual load carrying 
capacity up to a deflection 3 mm. While the 3 kg/m3 beams indicate a decrease in load 
carrying capacity beyond 1.5 mm deflection, the 4 and 6 kg/m3 beams show a decrease in 
load carrying capacity after a deflection of 3 mm 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2:  Failure of beam 
 (a)  
(b)  
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Figure 4.3: Load vs Displacement curve for control, 3kg/m3, 4kg/m3 and 6kg/m3 
 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
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SPFRC beams exhibit post-peak residual strength and toughness, which is attributed to 
crack bridging provided by fibers. A comparison of load responses from typical SPFRC 
specimens reinforced with 3, 4 and 6 kg/m3 fibers is shown in Figure 4.4. The load response 
up to a deflection of 3 mm is shown in the inset of the Figure 4.4. It is seen that the peak 
load is not affected by the presence of fibers is shown in Figure 4.5 and even the pre peak 
behaviour is similar for the control and the SPFRC specimens at the three fiber dosages. The 
pre-peak peak non-linearity, which is associated with the initiation of crack formation 
indicates that fibers do not play role before localization of crack. After peak load, in case of 
control specimens, there is no mechanism to arrest the crack and the load drop could not be 
obtained in a controlled manner. In SPFRC, after peak load there is progressive decrease in 
the load with a small corresponding increase in deflection. This part of the response (shown 
better in the inset) indicates the response for the three fiber dosages is nominally similar, 
which suggests that this part of the response is not significantly influenced by fiber content. 
Thus, the load decrease in the post-peak response immediately after the peak is dominated 
by crack propagation in the matrix. The load which can be safely supported decreases with 
an increase in the crack length. The propagation of the crack in the matrix results in an 
increase in the compliance of the beam, which produces a rapid increase in deflection 
accompanied by a decrease in the load. After the load decrease there is a local minimum 
following which the load starts to increase with increasing deflection. In 3 and 4 kg/m3, the 
increase is marginal, there is considerable recovery in the load carrying capacity in 6 kg/m3. 
The increase in load carrying capacity with deflection suggests a change in the rate of crack 
propagation and the crack bridging forces. The number of fiber scattered over the depth at 
the location of crack provide additional crack bridging forces. In case of 6kg/m3 SPFC, 
because the number of fibers that come into play to arrest crack are significantly larger than 
the 4kg/m3, the post peak decrease is stopped earlier. The local minimum in the post-peak 
load response occurs at a higher load for higher fiber content. Further, on increasing the 
deflection, the increase in resistance of the beam suggests an increase in the tensile capacity 
provided by the fibers crossing the crack. The effective tensile resistance from fibers across 
the crack also exhibits a hardening response. The resistance to crack opening comes from 
either pull out of the fiber from the matrix or fiber extension which could ultimately lead to 
fiber fracture. The increase in the total tensile resistance after the local minimum can be 
attributed to the increased resistance provided by additional fibers across the crack face with 
an increase in crack length and the additional stress due to increased resistance to pullout of 
individual fibers.  
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The load response in flexure can now be delineated in terms of three distinct stages, each 
associated with a different mechanism of resistance. The first stage consists of the pre-peak 
load response, where fibers play an insignificant role. Following localization, the initial part 
of post peak associated with crack propagation in the cementitious matrix is the second 
stage. The role of fibers becomes significant in determining the end of the second stage, 
where the local minimum is achieved. The local minimum in the load can be identified as 
the crack arrest load (CAL). Following CAL, the hardening response associated with the 
fiber pullout response is the third stage in the flexural response of SPFRC. 
 
Figure 4.4: Comparison typical specimen of Load vs Displacement curve for control and 3,4 
and 6kg/m3 
 
Figure 4.5: Comparison typical specimen of Peak Load for PC and 3, 4 and 6kg/m3 
 
The the residual strengths f600D, f150D obtained at deflections corresponding to span/600 and 
span/150 obtained from ASTM 1609 are shown in Table 4.3. As is evident from Table 4.3, 
the residual strengths f600D, f150D is clearly increase with fiber content and the toughness 
parameters T150D show double energy required to break the specimen for 6 kg/m3 compare to 
3 kg/m3 Table 4.5 . 
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Table 4.3: Test results for all specimens tested as per ASTM C-1609 
Specimen 
No. 
P 
 
(kN) 
F 
 
(MPa) 
P600D 
 
(kN) 
P150D 
 
(kN) 
f600D 
(MPa) 
f150D 
 
(MPa) 
T150D 
RT,150D 
 
(%) 
3kg/m3-2 32.823 4.376 7.47 4.98 0.996 0.663 20169.996 20.484 
3kg/m3-3 31.493 4.199 8.76 6.15 1.168 0.82 25277.058 26.754 
3kg/m3-6 29028 3.87 7.20 3.85 0.96 0.513 17387.205 19.966 
4kg/m3-1 33.641 4.485 5.63 6.33 0.75 0.844 17816.244 17.653 
6kg/m3-5 29992 3.999 1.31 17.50 1.745 2.334 40067.08 44.531 
6kg/m3-6 32753 4.367 3.2 18.44 4.266 2.458 39744.903 40.449 
 
Table 4.4: flexural toughness indices using ASTM C-1018 
Specimen 
No. 
I5 I10 I20 R5,10 R10,20 
3kg/m3-2 3.51 5.155 6.825 32.9 16.7 
3kg/m3-3 3.352 5.167 7.45 36.3 22.83 
3kg/m3-6 3.548 5.429 7.432 37.62 20.03 
4kg/m3-1 3.379 4.927 6.137 30.96 12.1 
6kg/m3-5 3.31 5.045 7.313 34.7 22.68 
6kg/m3-6 2.858 3.949 5.778 21.82 18.29 
 
Table 4.5: flexural toughness indices using JSCE SF 24 
Specimen No. TJSCE FJSCE 
3kg/m3-2 20169.996 0.896 
3kg/m3-3 25277.058 1.123 
3kg/m3-6 17387.205 0.77 
4kg/m3-1 17816.244 0.792 
6kg/m3-5 40067.08 1.781 
6kg/m3-6 39744.903 1.766 
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4.5 Flexural test results as per EN 14651-2005 (For notch beam) 
The load-CMOD responses for the control and the SPFRC specimens are shown in Figure 
4.6 a through d. The behaviour from the notched beams is nominally similar to the observed 
response from unnotched beams. The control specimens exhibit a steady decrease in the 
post-peak load carrying capacity with an increase in CMOD following a non-linear pre-peak 
response up to peak load. Use of CMOD control allowed for obtaining the entire post peak 
response in a controlled manner. The post-peak softening response is associated with 
unstable crack growth following localization. The initiation and propagation of crack from 
the notch in SPFRC leads to a 3-stage response observed earlier in the case of unotched 
specimens. A comparison of load CMOD curve of typical control and SPFRC with fiber 
contents equal to 3kg/m3, 4kg/m3 and 6kg/m3 are shown in Figure 4.7. The variations in the 
peak load are found to be within the range of experimental scatter for each suggesting that 
the fibers do not influence the peak load. Further, immediate post-peak softening response 
after peak load is also identical for control and SPFRC. After peak load, the decrease in the 
load with increasing CMOD is produced by the increasing compliance associated with 
cracking in the matrix. The initial drop in the load in the post-peak softening is not 
influenced by the presence of fibers. The influence of larger number of fibers across the 
crack results in a significant deviation from the load response with increasing CMOD for 
the 6 kg/m3 fiber content when compared with the control and the SPFRC with 3 and 4 
kg/m3 fibers. At any CMOD, the SPFRC with 6 kg/m3 supports a higher load when 
compared with SPFRC with 3 and 4 kg/m3 fibers. The CMOD response indicates the 
contribution of fibers in the post-peak softening more sensitively than evident in the load 
deflection response of un-notched specimens. The distinctive crack arrest loads for 3, 4 and 
6 kg/m3 and the hardening responses associated with increased resistance provided by 
pullout of fibers is clearly identified in the responses. 
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Figure 4.6: Load vs CMOD curve for control, 3kg/m3, 4kg/m3 aand 6kg/m3
(d) 
(c) 
(b) 
(a) 
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of typical specimen of Load vs CMOD curve for PC and 3, 4 an 6kg/m3 
 
As is evident from Table 4.6, the residual load and residual strengths is clearly increase with 
fiber content. In case of 6kg/m3, residual load is increase half of the load at limit of 
proportionality. 
Table 4.6: Stress at LOP and Residual Strength and using EN 14651-2005 
Specimen 
No. 
FL 
(kN) 
fct,L
f 
(MPa) 
F1  
(kN) 
F2 
(kN) 
F3  
(kN) 
F4  
(kN) 
fR,1 
(MPa) 
fR,2 
(MPa) 
fR,3 
(MPa) 
fR,4 
(MPa) 
3kg/m3-1 13.27 3.82 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3kg/m3-2 14.09 4.06 2.93 0 0 0 0.84 0 0 0 
3kg/m3-3 14.96 4.31 4.75 
   
1.37 
   
4kg/m3-1 12.94 3.73 0 0 0 0 0.00 0 0 0 
4kg/m3-2 15.09 4.34 3.67 2.12 2.40 2.77 1.06 0.61 0.69 0.80 
4kg/m3-3 16.02 4.61 3.45 2.77 3.23 3.81 0.99 0.80 0.93 1.10 
6kg/m3-1 16.99 4.89 4.90 4.74 5.85 0 1.41 1.36 1.68 0.00 
6kg/m3-2 15.34 4.42 5.94 5.45 6.8 7.68 1.71 1.57 1.96 2.21 
6kg/m3-3 17.73 5.11 6.25 5.47 6.59 7.59 1.80 1.57 1.90 2.19 
 
 
4.6 Fiber distribution 
To check the distribution of the Structural polypropylene fibers on the specimen’s fracture 
surface a grid, 25 mm x 25 mm was drawn on the fractured surface as shown in Figure 4.8 
and the fibers that were visible in each cell were counted. The results of the fiber counts in 
at different location of the fractured surface of the unnotched and notched specimens tested 
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as per ASTM 1609 and EN 14651-2005 respectively are shown in Appendix I. Additionally, 
the load response and the residual strengths for the respective specimen are also shown in 
the appendix for comparison. A strong correlation between the total fiber count and the load 
response of the unnotched specimens is observed; specimens with larger fiber counts gave 
controlled post-peak softening response, while the specimens with lower fiber exhibited 
uncontrolled failure in the post-peak. There is also a correlation between fiber distribution 
across the depth and the residual strength at increasing deflection. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.8: Grid of 1 inch X 1 inch for fiber distribution 
 
4.7 DIC test result 
Typical result showing strain at x direction (xx) at distinct point on the load response of a 
notched specimen with 6kg/m3 tested CMOD control is shown in Figure 4.9. It can be 
observed that strain localization is initiated close to the peak load and leads to the formation 
of single crack emanating from the notch in the post peak. The growth of the crack can 
clearly be identified with softening in the post peak load response.      
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At load 10.98  
At load 13.7 
At load 15.2 
At load 13.1 At load 9.6 
 
Figure 4.9: Load response of a specimen with 6kg/m3 and xx at distinct points in the load 
response on the load response. 
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xx along the distinct lines located at different heights above the notch were obtained. The 
location of the line are given in Table 4.7 and shown in Figure 4.10. The variation in xx 
along line 1, located just above the notch at distinct point in the load response for control, 
4kg/m3 and 6kg/m3 are shown in Figure 4.11. The strain localization is evident in the very 
large increase in strain at the location of the notch. The increase in strain within a band close 
to the notch is indicative of strain localization. The strain localization is noticed over a finite 
width, along the strip. The width associated with localization appears to remain constant 
during the post peak load response. This indicates that strains in a finite region close to the 
crack plane are influenced by the crack. This region has also been called the hinge length 
[26]. The available data indicate that the hinge length remains constant during as the crack 
propagates in the matrix. From the available data, an estimate of the hinge length was 
obtained as the length over the strip, where the strains deviate by more than two times the 
standard deviation of the strain in the region away from the notch. The hinge length 
determined from the image analysis are tabulated in Table 4.8. It can be seen that hinge 
lengths slightly with the addition fibers. 
 
Table 4.7: Location of lines 
 Distance from 
bottom of beam 
First line 31 
Second line 44 
Third line 70 
Fourth line 99 
Fifth line 118 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.10: Location of lines 
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Figure 4.11: xx along line one for control, 4kg/m3 and 6kg/m3 
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Table 4.8: Hinge length 
Hinge length (mm) Control 4kg/m3 6kg/m3 
At first line 21.09 20.35 29.09 
At second line 29.15 24.26 23.2 
at Third line 27.23 25.83 22.8 
At Fourth line 21.48 25.83 22.8 
At Fifth line 23.39 24.66 25.95 
 
Typical result showing strain in the x direction (xx) at three distinct point on the load 
response of specimen in the pre peak, around peak and in the post peak are shown in Figure 
4.12 for 1st line located just above the notch, 3rd line in the middle of beam and 5th line close 
to the top of the beam and respective loads are tabulated in Table 4.9 for control, 4kg/m3 
and 6g/m3 specimens. The propagation of crack in the material can be traced from the 
location of the strain localization. The results clearly indicate that even in the post peak, 
when the load drops by about 40% of the peak load, the crack does not propagate up to line 
5. The strains at line 5 even at load 3 are very small in magnitude and there is no indication 
of strain localization along the line in Figure 4.13. 
 
                           
Figure 4.12: distinct point on the load response of specimen at pre peak, around peak 
and post peak 
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Figure 4.13: Strain at pre peak, around peak and post peak 
 
 
First line – at load 1 First line – at load 2 First line – at load 3 
Third line – at load 1 Third line - at load 2 Third line – at load 3 
Fifth line – at load 1 Fifth line – at load 2 Fifth line – at load 3 
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Table 4.9: Load at lines 
 Control 4kg/m3 6kg/m3 
Load 1 11.3 10.9 10.98 
Load 2 15.35 15.1 15.2 
Load 3 9.5 10 9.6 
 
4.8 Analysis of Results                
The load responses of both notched and unnotched specimens are directly controlled by 
localization and propagation of a single crack in the cementitious matrix. In the case of 
notched specimens the notch provides high stress concentration and serves as the originator 
of the crack. The location of the crack in the specimen is predetermined by the location of 
the notch. The load response in this case is influenced by the variations in the fracture 
properties across the depth of the member produced by variations in numbers and 
embedment lengths of fibers in the plane of crack. In the case of unnotched specimens, the 
crack forms and propagates at a critical section with inadequate fiber content or low 
embedment lengths. While the notched specimen does not allow for variations in the 
fracture properties due to spatial variations in fiber introduced by casting, which would be 
inherent in real structures, the notched specimen does nevertheless provides information 
essential to interpreting crack propagation.  
The observed load response of SPFRC can be interpreted in terms of crack propagation in 
the cementitious composite. Comparison of the load deflection response and the 
corresponding load CMOD response of notched specimens indicates a correspondence 
between the two responses. The load drop in the post-peak load response is associated with 
an increase in deflection and CMOD.  
A comparison of the CMOD measured during the early part of the load drop in the post-
peak response of SPFRC (early part of stage II) is identical to the load drop associated with 
increasing in CMOD in control specimens. In unreinforced specimens, the post-peak load 
drop is associated with crack propagation following localization. This indicates that the 
increase in crack opening displacement, which produces a drop in the load in SPFRC is 
associated with crack propagation in the cementitious matrix, which is similar to the 
unreinforced matrix. There is little or no influence of fibers in this stage and the crack 
continues to propagate in the cementitious matrix. The resistance derived from the fibers 
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bridging the crack does not produce any significant increase in the crack bridging forces 
compared to the unreinforced matrix. The deviation from the response of the control 
specimen after the initial load drop indicates that additional resistance provided by the fibers 
is noticeable beyond this point, since the crack bridging provided by the aggregate results in 
steady decrease in the load with increasing CMOD. In the softening part of the load 
response the resistance derived from the crack bridging forces is clearly lower than the 
tensile stress released from the matrix when the crack propagates. 
At the low volume fractions up to 4 kg/m3, the identical pre-peak and immediate post-peak 
softening responses from control and SPFRC indicates that the stress transfer to fibers takes 
place after the formation of the crack. In a composite material, discontinuous random fibers 
will have different embedment lengths with respect to crack plane. The crack opening is 
accommodated within fiber slip and elongation. The resistance to crack opening provided by 
fibers with increasing slip is controlled by debonding and sliding of fibers from the 
cementitious matrix. Decrease in the load in the post-peak, which results in an increase in 
CMOD can be interpreted considering the following: (a) the additional capacity provided by 
the fibers on crack propagation within the range of slip required to accommodate crack 
opening is smaller than the stress released by the matrix; and (b) the load carrying capacity 
of the fibers within the range of slip required to produce the required crack opening is 
decreases with increasing slip. After the load response of SPFRC deviates from the control, 
the load carried by SPFRC essentially remains constant and even exhibits a slight hardening 
with increasing CMOD. At this stage there would be significant crack propagation and the 
additional contribution of fibers with crack advance would be insignificant to the moment 
capacity. This suggests that the resistance derived from the pullout response of fibers in the 
existing crack provides sufficient capacity to sustain the load. The hardening load response 
indicates the likelihood of hardening in the pullout response of the synthetic fiber with 
increasing slip. Hardening in the pullout-slip response of embossed fibers from a 
cemenitious matrix has previously been reported by Shukla et al [27]. 
The resistance to crack growth is significantly higher at 6 kg/m3, which is indicated by a 
deviation from the control response at a lower value of CMOD. Considering the stress 
transfer to fibers with the propagation of crack in the cementitioius matrix, the crack 
bridging stresses provided by the fibers are sufficient to carry the stress released from the 
matrix. This happens at a significantly smaller CMOD when compared with 4 kg/m3. This 
suggests that the crack propagation in the cementitiious matrix is influenced at a much 
smaller crack opening at the higher dosage. The increase in the load with increasing CMOD 
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suggests that the resistance provided by fibers in the new configuration at increased CMOD 
is higher than the resistance derived from aggregate and fibers in the older configuration at a 
smaller CMOD opening(since the resistance from aggregate decreases with increasing crack 
opening). This indicates a higher resistance to crack growth beyond the threshold load, 
which would produce a stable crack growth; crack growth occurs only on increasing the 
load beyond this point. As the crack advances beyond the threshold load, the additional 
resistance from fibers in the crack advance and the pullout resistance along the existing 
crack length increase the overall load carrying capacity of the beam.  
At 6kg/m3, there appears to be a CMOD at which the resistance from fibers is significant to 
alter the crack propagation in the unreinforced matrix. The role of the fibers is prominent 
even before the crack arrest load is reached. The exact length of the crack and the CMOD at 
which the turnaround is achieved would depend upon the stress field in which the crack is 
located, since this would effect the crack opening profile. Nevertheless the efficacy of fibers 
can be evaluated by considering the measured CTOD and deflections in a notched beam for 
a notched beam tested in CMOD control. The crack opening at a deflection of span/150 
obtained experimentally is 2.91 mm.  
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Chapter 5 
 
Summary of findings and Future Work 
   
 
The results of the experimental investigation reveals that at low volume fractions, up to 
6 kg/m3, once the matrix has cracked, one of the following types of failure will occur: 
At 3 and 4 kg/ m3, the composite may fracture immediately after matrix cracking. This 
results from inadequate fiber content at the critical section or insufficient fiber lengths to 
transfer stresses across the matrix crack. Following localization, the crack propagates 
through the cementitious matrix with little or no resistance from the fibers. The involvement 
of fibers is seen only at large crack openings.  
At 6 kg/m3 the composite continues to carry decreasing loads immediately after the peak. 
The post-cracking resistance is primarily attributed to fiber pull-out. While no significant 
increase in composite strength is observed, considerable enhancement of the composite 
fracture energy and toughness is obtained.  
 
The implications of the observed post-peak load carrying ability with fibers are discussed 
below 
The increase in toughness obtained from the use of fibers allows cracks in indeterminate 
structures to work as hinges and to redistribute loads. In this way, the failure load of the 
structure may be substantially higher than for the unreinforced structure although the 
flexural strength of the plain concrete, tested on beams, is not increased. 
Polypropylene fibers are not expected to bond chemically in a concrete matrix, but bonding 
has been shown to occur by mechanical interaction. The elastic modulus of the fiber is 
10 GPa while the elastic modulus of mature concrete is expected to be higher than 20 GPa. 
The effective of the synthetic fibers is expected to be higher at early ages where the 
improvement in the fracture behavior would be significant relative to cracking load. 
Synthetic fibers have been shown to be effective in the early lifetime of the composite when 
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the matrix is itself weak, brittle, and of low modulus. Considering this, macro synthetic 
fibers have great potential for replacement for shrinkage steel in concrete. 
Directions for future research that emerge from the findings of this study are: 
1. Investigate larger length of fiber. 
2. Investigate the improvements in fracture behavior at early ages. 
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Appendix I 
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f600D = 0          f150D = 0 
LOADING FACE 
 
Fiber 
count 
2 0 1 1 1 1 
 
6 
2 1 1 0 1 1 
 
6 
2 0 0 0 2 0 
 
4 
2 3 0 0 1 0 
 
6 
2 2 1 1 0 0 
 
6 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
 
1 
3kg/m3-1 Total 29 
 
f600D = 0.996          f150D = 0.663 
LOADING FACE  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fiber 
count 
2 3 6 0 1 0 12 
2 2 0 1 2 1 8 
1 3 4 0 1 0 9 
2 1 0 1 2 0 6 
0 0 1 1 3 1 6 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3kg/m3-2 Total 41 
 
f600D = 1.168          f150D = 0.82 
LOADING FACE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fiber 
count 
0 1 0 2 2 1 6 
2 4 1 2 1 0 10 
2 1 1 2 6 2 14 
3 2 3 7 3 1 19 
0 1 0 1 1 2 5 
2 1 0 0 1 1 5 
3kg/m3-3 Total 59 
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f600D = 0          f150D = 0 
LOADING FACE  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fiber 
coun
t 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 2 2 1 1 0 7 
1 1 1 1 0 2 6 
2 1 2 2 0 1 8 
1 0 2 1 1 0 5 
0 0 2 2 2 1 7 
3kg/m3-4 Total 33 
 f600D = 0          f150D = 0 
LOADING FACE  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fiber 
count 
0 0 0 2 0 0 2 
0 0 0 0 1 1 2 
1 0 0 1 0 1 3 
3 1 0 0 1 1 6 
0 1 1 3 2 0 7 
0 0 0 1 1 1 3 
3kg/m3-5 Total 23 
 
f600D = 0.96         f150D = 0.513 
LOADING FACE  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fiber 
count 
0 0 0 1 2 1 4 
1 0 0 0 1 2 4 
3 0 0 1 1 2 7 
1 2 2 1 0 3 9 
5 0 1 0 1 1 8 
5 0 0 0 0 1 6 
3kg/m3-6 Total 38 
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f600D = 0.75          f150D = 0.844 
LOADING FACE   
  
  
  
  
  
  
Fiber 
count 
0 1 1 1 2 2 7 
0 0 2 1 1 0 4 
3 3 1 0 1 1 9 
1 0 3 2 4 1 11 
0 1 0 1 2 0 4 
0 4 1 1 0 0 6 
4kg/m3-1 Total 41 
 
 
f600D = 0          f150D = 0 
LOADING FACE   
  
  
  
  
  
  
Fiber 
count 
2 0 0 1 1 2 6 
0 1 0 0 2 1 4 
1 1 0 2 1 0 5 
2 0 1 1 2 1 7 
1 2 3 0 1 1 8 
0 3 0 1 2 0 6 
 4kg/m3-2 Total 36 
 
f600D = 0          f150D = 0 
LOADING FACE 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Fiber 
count 
1 1 0 1 3 1 7 
2 0 0 0 1 0 3 
0 0 1 1 1 1 4 
0 1 3 1 1 3 9 
2 1 2 1 2 2 10 
2 3 1 0 1 1 8 
4kg/m3-3 Total 41 
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f600D = 0          f150D = 0 
LOADING FACE   
  
  
  
  
  
  
Fiber 
count 
0 0 2 2 1 1 6 
0 1 2 1 1 1 6 
0 1 1 2 2 0 6 
1 1 2 3 0 0 7 
0 2 0 1 1 1 5 
1 1 1 0 0 0 3 
 4kg/m3-4 Total 33 
 
f600D = 0          f150D = 0 
LOADING FACE   
  
  
  
  
  
  
Fiber 
count 
1 2 0 0 2 1 6 
1 5 1 0 1 1 9 
1 0 1 2 1 1 6 
0 3 0 2 4 0 9 
0 0 0 2 1 0 3 
1 2 0 0 0 0 3 
4kg/m3-5  Total 36 
 
 f600
D = 0          f150D = 0 
LOADING FACE 
 
Fiber 
coun
t 
1 2 1 1 3 4 12 
0 3 1 4 3 1 12 
1 0 0 2 4 0 7 
5 1 0 1 2 3 12 
0 4 3 4 1 0 12 
1 1 1 1 2 3 9 
4kg/m3-6 Total 64 
 
60 
 
 
f600D = 0          f150D = 0 
LOADING FACE   
  
  
  
  
  
  
Fiber 
count 
0 5 1 0 0 2 8 
1 2 4 2 3 2 14 
1 2 3 1 2 0 9 
0 3 2 0 2 1 8 
1 1 0 2 0 1 5 
1 2 2 0 2 0 7 
6kg/m3-1 Total 51 
 f600
D = 0          f150D = 0 
LOADING FACE   
  
  
  
  
  
  
Fiber 
count 
1 6 4 2 1 1 15 
1 2 2 1 1 1 8 
0 1 3 1 1 2 8 
0 0 2 1 3 5 11 
0 0 4 5 2 6 17 
1 1 0 0 5 2 9 
6kg/m3-2 Total 68 
 
f600D = 0          f150D = 0 
LOADING FACE 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Fiber 
count 
1 6 8 7 2 0 24 
1 1 2 1 2 2 9 
1 1 4 3 5 3 17 
2 2 2 3 1 0 10 
0 1 6 1 2 1 11 
0 1 1 1 2 1 6 
6kg/m3-3 Total 77 
 
61 
 
 
f600D = 0          f150D = 0 
LOADING FACE   
  
  
  
  
  
  
Fiber 
count 
1 6 5 1 3 2 18 
3 0 4 4 1 4 16 
1 1 6 2 2 4 16 
1 3 1 1 4 3 13 
7 2 3 3 0 4 19 
0 0 1 1 1 2 5 
6kg/m3-4 Total 87 
 
f600D = 1.745          f150D = 2.334 
LOADING FACE  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fiber 
count 
1 5 3 2 0 2 13 
8 2 1 3 5 2 21 
8 3 2 2 1 0 16 
2 2 0 3 5 0 12 
4 4 6 4 4 5 27 
4 1 3 2 3 2 15 
6kg/m3-5 Total 104 
 f600D = 1.266          f150D = 2.458 
LOADING FACE  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fiber 
count 
1 0 0 1 6 6 14 
1 2 4 3 1 1 12 
2 1 3 5 3 4 18 
1 0 4 2 2 4 13 
1 2 3 3 0 6 15 
2 2 1 3 0 4 12 
6kg/m3-6 Total 84 
 
62 
 
 
fR,1 = 0 , fR,2 =0 , fR,3 =0 , fR,4 = 
LOADING FACE 
 
fiber 
count 
0 1 2 0 0 0 
 
3 
1 0 0 3 2 1 
 
7 
3 2 0 2 2 2 
 
11 
3 0 0 0 2 0 5 
1 0 0 1 0 1 
 
3 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
0 
3kg/m3-1 Total 29 
 
fR,1 = 0 , fR,2 =0.84 , fR,3 =0 , fR,4 =0 
LOADING FACE   
Fiber 
count 
1 0 0 0 0 1   2 
1 1 0 0 2 3   7 
0 0 3 3 1 1 
  
8 
0 1 0 1 0 2 4 
1 0 0 0 0 4   5 
0 0 0 0 0 0   0 
3kg/m3-2 Total 26 
 
fR,1 = 0 , fR,2 =1.37 , fR,3 =0 , fR,4 = 
 
LOADING FACE 
  
Fiber 
count 
0 0 2 0 1 0   3 
0 1 3 0 0 1   5 
1 0 0 2 0 0 
  
3 
3 5 2 1 2 2 15 
3 2 0 0 1 0   6 
0 0 0 0 0 0   0 
3kg/m3-3 Total 32 
 
63 
 
 
fR,1 = 0 , fR,2 =0 , fR,3 =0 , fR,4 =o 
LOADING FACE 
  
  
  
  
  
  
fiber 
count 
1 0 1 1 0 2 5 
2 3 2 5 1 2 15 
2 3 1 0 0 2 8 
1 4 1 3 2 2 13 
2 0 2 0 0 0 4 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4kg/m3-1  Total 45 
 
fR,1 = 1.06 ,        fR,2 =0.61 , 
 fR,3 =0.69,          fR,4 =0.8 
 
LOADING FACE 
 
Fiber 
count 
2 3 0 0 0 1 
 
6 
2 2 0 1 1 0 
 
6 
1 2 0 0 1 0 
 
4 
1 0 0 2 3 1 
 
7 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
 
1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
0 
4kg/m3-2 Total 24 
 
fR,1 = 0.99 ,       fR,2 =0.8 
fR,3 =0.93 ,      fR,4 =1.10 
LOADING FACE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fiber 
count 
1 2 1 0 1 1 6 
2 1 0 0 3 2 8 
0 1 2 1 0 2 6 
1 3 4 1 1 3 13 
2 0 0 0 0 3 5 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4kg/m3-2 Total 38 
 
64 
 
 
     fR,1 = 1.41 ,    fR,2 =1.36, 
fR,3 =1.68 ,    fR,4 =0 
LOADING FACE 
 
fiber 
count 
3 2 1 6 2 1 
 
15 
2 0 4 2 7 4 
 
19 
5 6 2 2 0 2 
 
17 
4 3 0 1 3 2 13 
3 4 1 2 3 4  17 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
0 
6kg/m3-1 Total 81 
 
 fR,1 =1.71 ,         fR,2 =1.57 ,  
            fR,3 =1.96 ,         fR,4 =2.21 
LOADING FACE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fiber 
count 
5 5 1 6 1 5 23 
5 5 2 4 4 2 22 
6 0 5 1 1 1 14 
4 5 5 5 1 5 25 
3 5 0 0 1 6 15 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6kg/m3-2 Total 99 
 
fR,1 =1.8 ,      fR,2 =1,57 ,  
fR,3 =1.9,      fR,4 =2.19 
LOADING FACE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fiber 
count 
2 5 2 5 1 0 15 
2 3 4 0 6 4 19 
1 5 1 1 2 4 14 
4 4 10 3 2 5 28 
3 3 2 3 2 5 18 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6kg/m3-3 Total 94 
 
 
 
